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quickly attracted an eminent group of mathematicians, eco-
nomists, political scientists and humanists* Yet by a triumph-
ant paradox the thirties produced brilliant achievements in
branches seemingly the remotest from immediate practical
application, notably astronomy, cosmic radiation and nuclear
physics* As a result, the United States came to stand at the
forefront in fields as diverse as astronomy, atomic physics,
radiation, biochemistry and physiological chemistry, afford-
ing further proof that the world capital of knowledge had
moved westward across the Atlantic*
In 1930 the Lowell Observatory in Arizona reported the
discovery of an eighth major planet, Pluto, out beyond those
observed heretofore* Six years later Robert McMath and his
University of Michigan colleagues adapted the spectrohelio-
graph to take motion pictures of the sun, vividly showing in
action the gaseous phenomena of its atmosphere. At the
Mount Wilson Observatory Edwin P. Hubble, seeing that
the apparent velocity of recession of nebulae as shown by the
red shift of their spectral lines increased with the distance of
the nebulae from the earth, conjectured that he held a new
yardstick for cosmic measurement. In 1934 his colleague,
Milton Humason, discovered the greatest velocity ever known,
in a nebula of a cluster in Bootes that appeared to be rushing
away at the rate of some twenty-four thousand miles a
second.* Further discoveries awaited the use of a telescope
with a two-hundred-inch reflector, whose cost had been pro-
vided from Rockefeller funds just before the Depression
began. Cast at the Corning glassworks in 1934 and carried
for grinding to Pasadena, this huge mirror was nearing com-
pletion in 1941 when the outbreak of war caused the suspen-
sion of many years' labor. When at last it should be installed
* The precise significance of the red shifts depended upon their origin. They
might he due either to actual outward motions of the nebulae in an expanding
universe, or to some hitherto unknown property of light reaching this globe
from vast distances in a stationary universe. As yet the observational data did
not suffice for the proper interpretation.

